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on september 21, 2006, symantec released a special edition of ghost, titled ghost 9.0, which was marketed as the first major upgrade to ghost since the release of norton ghost 7 in october 2000. the update was offered for free to customers who purchased norton ghost 8.0 or any of the ghost recovery disks. the download included the norton ghost 8.0 product, the
ghost 9.0 cd image, and a new ghost explorer 2.0 program. norton ghost 9.0 replaced the norton ghost recovery disk as the only ghost recovery disk. in 2007, symantec announced a major upgrade to ghost 10.0. a completely new kernel was added to support the image format and compression technology. the addition of this kernel also resulted in a new kernel

bootloader. this also meant that ghost 10.0 and its ntfs file system support was no longer fully compatible with earlier ghost releases, including ghost 9. in 2008, symantec released ghost 11.0. ghost 11.0 continued to use the norton ghost recovery disk as the only ghost recovery disk. it also introduced advanced compression, encryption and split-image technologies,
and the ability to fully restore the content of an image to a specific time. ghost 11.0 was considered the final version of ghost. symantec stopped development in july 2009 and discontinued ghost as of december 2009. the symantec ghost projects were merged with the symantec backup exec product. symantec's customer focus during the years of ghost

development meant that the product was never brought to market as the live version of windows, although this was being developed as a different product, norton ghost. in the early years of ghost, symantec pursued a strategy of offering ghost as a bundled product, with the option to purchase additional features. this reflected the fact that symantec offered a single
product, ghost, which could be configured to support a wide range of requirements. this strategy was based on a belief that most users wanted only the essential functionality, and were willing to pay for additional features. the introduction of norton ghost, a standalone product which offered many of the same features, combined with the growing popularity of live

imaging, led to symantec abandoning its focus on bundling ghost. the company instead launched a series of standalone backup products, the most notable of which was the norton backup suite.
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The development of Ghost is now in the hands of the independent "Ghost Inc." team, which is not affiliated with Symantec. Copyright, License and Privacy Information: http://www.ghostinc.com The Core of Ghost resides in the Symantec Ghost Solution Suite, which includes services to remove leftover files, provide support for remote backups, work with various types
of filesystems, recover partition tables, to provide support for the centralized authentication server and provide a tight integration with the Windows Security Center. The service supports several platforms and languages, including English, French, Japanese and Chinese. Once installed on a client's computer, Ghost works automatically without requiring any

intervention from the user. This is the same package that is sold as part of Symantec's Ghost Security Suite. When the Ghost client detects that a drive has been changed, Ghost automatically backs up the drive and updates all of its information, such as the volume serial numbers and the volume label. Ghost can be used by new installations or by upgrades of an
existing Ghost system. Microsoft's Windows XP SP3 ( http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff735861.aspx ) does not boot with WinPE. However, Symantec has documented the steps in creating a bootable CD for Windows XP SP3, which is basically a Mac OS 9 (OS 9) clone. In addition, it is possible to use Ghost to provide remote backup for Windows XP SP3. It
supports all of Symantec's files and documents packages, including Norton and Norton Antivirus Home Edition, Norton AntiVirus Corporate Edition, Norton AntiVirus Business Edition, Norton AntiVirus Advanced, Norton AntiVirus Plus, Norton AntiVirus Plus Firewall Plus, Norton Ghost, Norton Ghost 7, Norton Ghost 8, Norton Ghost 8, Norton Ghost 8, Norton Ghost 8,

Norton Ghost 8, Norton Ghost 8 and Norton Ghost 9. 5ec8ef588b
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